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STORY OF THE SHEEPMAN
IS TOLD WITHOUT GLAMOR
Three animals played major roles in
Southwestern history, all of them gifts of
old Spain. They modified the lives of white
rr.an and Indian alike; they provided the
basis for the folklore and drama of the
Southwest. The horse, which made the
Comanche a warrior and the Anglo-American a cowboy, has finished his role. The
Longhorn has disappeared. But the sheep
stays on and his importance is even increasHis story, from his ancient beginnings
in Africa and Spain to the present intensive
experimental stage, is told by Winifred
Kupper in THE GOLDEN HOOF, dedicated to J. Frank Dobie and published in
May 1945 by Alfred A. Knopf, New York.
It is the story of sheep and of the men
who moved with them through Texas and
New Mexico, of the Indians and cowmen
and squatters and wolf packs and blizzards
and droughts that beset their progress.
Mrs. Kupper has not had to rely sofely
on the rather extensive bibliography she
lists or even on tales of the old sheepmen,
lor she was born and raised on a sheep
ranch at Bandera, Texas. She started out to
be a sheepwoman as a child under the wise
tutelage of one of the old-timers, Robert
Maudslay—and when she walked out on
the range with her flock, she was no picture
of elegance. For she says, that was years
before "the dudes from the East were to

show us what a young girl should wear in
the West."
"When the writers of immigration booklets began the campaign that was to lure
thousands to the unsettled Southwest they
pictured a Utopia where a man had only
to camp out-of-doors and watch his sheep
nibble the thick grass day after day while
he enjoyed the cool breezes of summer
and the warm sunlight of winter." But that
isn't the picture the author gives of the
sheep industry. There was the colorful,
traditional side, to be sure, but with a firsthand knowledge of all its phases, she does
not omit the prosaic work of everyday nor
minimize the hardships and the dangers of
Indians, hostile cattlemen, predator animals and the elements.
One of the many interesting chapters
deals with the Navajo woman, who is both
herder and weaver, and who more than
anyone else in the Southwest has made the
sheep business a career and a creative life.
Frontispiece from oil painting by N. C.
Wyeth. Bound in red cloth stamped in
gold, printed on goldenrod. 203 pp. $2.75.
•
•
•
CHINLEE RUG DESCRIBED IN
NAVAJO TEXTILE SERIES
The beautiful Chinlee rugs of the Navajo Indians, recognized by their color
schemes which in:lude various shades of
yellows and browns, warm or greenish
greys, dull lake and brownish reds and a

Country
The Romance of a Drop of Water and a Grain of Sand
By JULIUS F. STONE
With 300 halftone plates, this book is a graphic presentation of the
natural processes of uplift and erosion by which America's most scenic
gorge was created. The author is one of the recognized authorities on
the geology of the Grand Canyon country.
This book has long been out of print, but Desert Crafts Shop has
obtained a limited number of new copies which will be sent postpaid at
the publisher's original price of
$5.00
Write for our complete list of books of the Southwest.
DESERT CRAFTS SHOP
El Centro, California

subdued pink, besides pastel shades, are
the result of an interesting collaboration.
L. H. (Cozy) McSparron, Indian trader
at Chinlee, Arizona, and Miss Mary Cabot
Wheelwright, interested in the economic
status of Navajo weavers, inaugurated experiments to eliminate both the cold drab
effect of many of the native vegetable dyes
and the gaudiness of the cheap aniline
dyes. Through Miss Wheelwright's influence the Du Pont chemical corporation
made up a number of easily handled dye
stuffs in shades which were intended to
duplicate those seen in the old faded and
mellowed blankets so highly prized by
collectors. Although this experiment
started at Chinlee (where it acquired its
name), the style since has spread to other
parts of the Navajo reservation.
History and description of the Chinlee
blanket are given in one of the most recent
of the bulletins published by Laboratory of
Anthropology at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
To date 16 bulletins in the General Series,
relating to various types of Navajo textile
arts, have been printed.
Some of the other types treated in the
series are, the Chief Blanket, Blankets of
the Classic Period, Slave Blanket, Pictorial
Blankets, Navajo Woven Dresses. Each is
4% x 5 inches, bound in stiff art paper
and printed on fine book paper. There are
many illustrations, including halftone
plates, depicting the finest available examples of each type of textile. A set of
13 bulletins is now available at $3.25.
BOOK BRIEFS* .". '
Dictionary of California place names is
being prepared by Dr. Erwin G. Gudde to
be published "in something over a year
from now" by University of California
Press, Berkeley. It will be a "large book
and as authentic as honest and careful
scholarship can make it." On advisory
committee is George R. Stewart, American
literature teacher at UC, whose Names on
the hand, first general history of place
naming in US, recently was published by
Random House.
•
•
•
Dr. Agapito Rey, professor of Spanish at
Indiana University, has been in Albuquerque this summer collaborating with Dr.
G. P. Hammond, University of New Mexico, on another in their Coronado historical series on the Southwest. Series includes
The Narratives of the Coronado Expedition. Their latest work, Benavides Memorial on New Mexico, is being published by
University of New Mexico Press.
•
•
•
Rosemary Taylor, following her success
with Chicken Every Sunday, is producing
more books with an Arizona setting. She
has just completed Ridin' on a Rainbow, a
story using her father's life as the theme,
as the first was about her mother, and now
is writing another, Floradora on a Pony,
based on the famous 76 ranch and its
owner Mrs. W. T. Webb.
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• According to the Navajo. their sheep
came to them as a gift of the gods. Little
Lefty, Richard Van Valkenburgh's host
on one of his trips through Navajoland.
told him the story as the old singers of
the tribe have told it. Van's version of
the introduction of sheep to the Southwest and of the first Navajo weaving, differs from the legendary history—but Van
has written both versions for DESERT
readers, to be presented in a coming
issue.
• John W. Hilton, artist-writer who has
contributed many gem field trips and
other features for DESERT, has had one
book accepted and another contracted for.
His Sonora Sketchbook, telling of his
experiences in Mexico and illustrated
with his drawings, is scheduled for early
1946 publication by the Macmillan company. The second will be another sketchbook featuring Coachella Valley desert
area. In between writing, John continues
to paint. He recently completed two
paintings while in Death Valley.
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NAVAJO MOTHER AND CHILD. Photo b y the l a t e
W m . M. Pennington.
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Notes on Desert features a n d their writers

NATURE

N a t u r e Sets N e w Booby T r a p s
By NATT N. DODGE

FIELD TRIP

• Natt N . Dodge believes the story of
of the saguaro disease, which he tells
about in this issue, will go down as one
of the classics in the series of revelations
about the inter-relationships of plant and
animal life. Natt, who has written numerous features for DESERT in the past,
is a naturalist in the National Park Service. He was stationed at Southwestern
National Monument headquarters, Coolidge, Arizona, when he first contributed
to DESERT. He later lived at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, when headquarters was
moved there. Just recently he was assigned to the Chicago office.
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CREED OF THE DESERT
By J U N E LE MERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California
The desert weaves a web to entrap,
And does the task quite neatly;
For he who comes back here too oft,
Enmeshed is he, completely.
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• Jerry Laudermilk, DESERT writer
and professor at Pomona College, Claremont, California, in July was appointed
curator of the college museums, which
house many rare fossils and other items
of interest to desert minded people. He
estimates there are at least "10,000
thousand stories here."
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By RANDALL HENDERSON
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DESERT QUIZ
• Louise Baker's Party Line, published
last spring by Whittlesey House, was
condensed in the July issue of Reader's
Digest. Both Louise and her husband
Sherman Baker are DESERT writers.
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By NATT N. DODGE

To protect the cattle grazing in
Kaibab forest on the North Rim of
Grand Canyon, man began killing off the cougars. Then the deer,
with their natural enemies disappearing, began to increase—and
soon the cattle were worse off
than ever—the deer were devouring the range. That is what happens when man disturbs the fine
balance which Nature normally
maintains. And now the same
thing is happening in southern
Arizona—and the victim this time
is the majestic saguaro — state
flower of Arizona. This story is
not very flattering to the human
species — nevertheless, it contains facts which we must face.

/ 1 ATURALISTS sometimes illustrate how Nature keeps her world
in balance by telling the story of
the old maids and the bumblebees.
In an eastern farming community, so the
story goes, there were many maiden ladies.
They all owned cats. The cats, as cats will,
scoured the barns and fields for mice. As
a result of the reduction of field mice,
which raid ground bees' nests, bumblebees
increased rapidly and so were able to make
a thorough job of pollenizing all the red
clover blossoms with a consequent heavy
set of seed. Sale of the clover seed so increased the prosperity of the many young
farmers in the community that they could
afford to marry, thus absorbing the supply
of eligible girls. Soon there were no old
maids and very few cats; mice increased,
reducing the bumblebees, with a proportionate lessening of clover pollenation and
a drop in seed production. Young men
starting to farm under these unfavorable
conditions were unable to marry, a new
crop of spinsters and cats developed, the
population of mice decreased, and the cycle
started all over again.
Although obviously absurd, the foregoing does serve to illustrate the ramifications in Nature and the far-reaching and
sometimes spectacular developments resulting from an apparently insignificant
change. Under normal conditions, Nature
compensates for such changes, the effect
itself often producing the remedy for the
cause. Through a natural system of checks
and balances, the pendulum of normal
change swings slowly back and forth with
no adverse effect upon the various complicated inter-relationships of plant and animal life.
Sometimes, however, an abnormal factor
may enter the picture and, by removal of
one of the checks or controls, so throw the
pendulum off balance that instead of
swinging back, it continues forward at an
ever accelerated pace. Usually the disturbing factor is some activity of mankind that
/{/

Field man for the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural engineering
examines a cactus under treatment for the disease that now threatens the saguaro
forests. National Park Service photo.
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